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You Are The One
Matt Hires

This tab is my own interpretation of the song. I can t find in which fret I have

to put the capo on, but it still works without it.

e|-------3-------3-------0-------0-------|
B|-------3-------3-------1-------1-------|
G|-------0-------2-------0-------2-------|
D|-------0-------0-------2-------2-------|
A|-------2-------0-------3-------0-------|
E|-------3-------2-------0-------0-------|
         F#     DsusF     B       G#m

Verse 1 :
            F#           DsusF
You are the one, oh, my darling,
            B
You are the one for me,
            G#m
You are the one for me.
            F#                 DsusF
You are the song I m singing, darling,
            B
You are the song I sing,
            G#m
You are the melody.

----------------
Chorus :
                 F#               DsusF   B              G#m
And I m singing, I I I want to belong to you, oh oh, to you, oh oh.
             F#               DsusF   B              G#m
I m singing, I I I want to belong to you, oh oh, to you, oh oh.

----------------

Verse 2 :

        F#                    DsusF
Oh, and time is like a river flowing.
             B                G#m
It s rushing over us, rushing over us.
           F#
And if the current pulls us under,
         DsusF



If we re turned around or broken,
              B
You ll be the one I want,
              G#m
You ll be the one I want.

---------------
Chorus :
                 F#               DsusF   B              G#m
And I m singing, I I I want to belong to you, oh oh, to you, oh oh.
             F#               DsusF   B              G#m
I m singing, I I I want to belong to you, oh oh, to you, oh oh.

---------------

Bridge : (I m not very sure of the chords below)
          E           F#
And if my frequency s unclear,
         B               G#m
Static s buzzing in your ears,
          F#                               DsusF
Tune your heart, tune your heart, til you hear who we are.
       B              G#m
Let it take us to the start.

---------------
Chorus :
                 F#               DsusF   B              G#m
And I m singing, I I I want to belong to you, oh oh, to you, oh oh.
             F#               DsusF   B              G#m
I m singing, I I I want to belong to you, oh oh, to you, oh oh.
   F#              DsusF            B                 G#m         F#
To you, oh oh, to you, oh oh, oh I want to belong to you, oh oh oh. 


